We make corrections on the paper by Sugino [JHEP 0501 (2005) In fact, Sugino missed one other condition :
affecting exact lattice supersymmetry, while in the weak coupling expansion some surplus modes appear both in bosonic and fermionic sectors reflecting the exact supersymmetry. A slight modi-fication to the models is made such that all the surplus modes are eliminated in two- In fact, Sugino missed one other condition :
To easily illustrate our reasoning, we plot a schematic figure (shown as Fig. 1 ) of which the possible regions A ′ A and B ′ B are related to the equation (A.9) in [1] for | cos(
once we impose | cos(
)| ≤ 1 (follow Sugino's reasoning in [1] ), where 0 < φ ≤ π/(2N ), and
There will be two solutions for N=1 : 
